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Time Management 

Why should we learn to manage our time? 

Effective time management will help us; 

• Complete more tasks during the day

• Gain control over our lives

• Add time to our daily lives

• Reduce stress

How should we manage our time? 

Prioritise tasks by assigning each task a value, then rearrange the list, allowing more time for more 

important tasks. Create a daily “to do” list. Writing down all the tasks that you need to complete on  a 

given day can allow you to prioritise and divide time between tasks.  

Use a calendar or planner to make it easier to view all upcoming events/tasks to prepare and time 

manage time effectively.  

Learn to say “no”, when you have too much on your plate and are time short 

Develop a habit of finishing a task once commencing. Don’t jump from one thing to another, leaving a 

string of unfinished tasks behind you.  

Putting in the effort and doing a task right the first time will save you time in the future. 

Keep personal pursuits on the calendar and find time for yourself! This can provide extra motivation to 

manage your time efficiently while you’re at work. Plus, its hard to gain focus and perspective if you 

don’t have a simple work-life balance.  

Quite procrastinating! Easier said than time. Its tempting to postpone less-desirable tasks in favour of 

tackling more exciting ones. But purposely delaying work on unappealing or challenging projects will 

only exacerbate your problems. Don’t be your own worst enemy.  

Clear the clutter. Having a tidy office space by reducing clutter can help save unnecessary stress and 

wasted time.  

Barriers to effective time management? 

Distractions and interruptions can interfere with our daily routine and delay our productivity. To improve 

time management we should aim to eliminate or minimise these distractions as best as possible.   

For more tips on time management contact Working Life on 1300 369 072 or email mail@working-

life.net 


